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Global economic shift- Economies ranked by projected GDP

Source: Center for economics and Business Research, World Bank

By 2031- China to replace US as world’s largest economy and India will be 3rd largest economy 
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Absolute interest rate change (Apr ‘20-Mar ‘21)

Source: CEIC, April 2021

Weak economy countries like Venezuela, Argentina and Turkey have seen very sharp interest rate hikes
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Source: Motilal Oswal report

Surging global inflation
Inflation across countries is at multi-year highs, prompting central banks to increase interest rates
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Information overload

Source: IDC 2021

Abundance of data….. Its both good as well as bad news
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America’s most innovative companies
Technology companies lead the pack in new patents. IBM and Samsung lead in number of patents granted 

Source: Harrity Patent Analytics
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China’s dominance in clean energy metals

Source: elements.visualcapitalist.com

China is  the largest processer of most of the world’s critical minerals for the green revolution.
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Memory chips inventory rising

Source: Business Standard

South Korea’s stock of chips is growing amid demand concerns. Demand for tech products is slowing
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Key minerals used in EV batteries

Source: Elements.visualcapitalist.com

Lithium-ion batteries harness the properties of various minerals to power electric vehicles
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EU waste exports for 2021

Source: Eurostat

Top 10 destinations of waste from the EU. Turkey and India biggest importers of EU waste
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Top 20 gaming companies in terms of revenue

Source: visualcapitalisat.com

Tencent, Microsoft and Sony have the highest gaming revenues
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US food delivery app market

Source: visualcapitalist.com

Top players with market share. Doordash gaining market share quickly
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Russian Gas Flows to Europe

Source: S&P Global 

Supply plummeted in the month of June
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German 1-yr forward power contract

Source: S&P Global 

Hit a record high as Russian natural gas flows plummet
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EPFO accounts opened over the last 4 years

Source: EPFO

New EPF accounts opened between 18 and 21  age group saw a healthy increase of nearly 26% between 2018-19 
and 2021-22. 
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Two-wheeler registration trend (ICE and EV) in Mn units

Source: VAHAN 

Gradual recovery in 2-wheeler registrations
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MSME Asset Quality Profile for Indian Banks

Source: RBI

Consistent improvement in Asset quality
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Indian express delivery market has a long growth runway ahead

Source: Edelweiss Research

China express delivery market several times larger than India
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Domestic Air traffic

Source: DGCA, Edelweiss Research

Domestic air traffic is back to pre-covid levels
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Coal dispatches 

Source: Ministry of Coal, industry

High coal allocation going towards power sector resulting in shortage in non-power space
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India’s crude oil import mix for Jan-May ‘22

Source: India Customs

Russian oil now constitutes almost 1/7th of India’s oil imports
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Country-wise share in India’s crude oil imports (%)
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